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I. INTRODUCTION 

It is usually accepted that properties of electronic molecules are determined 
exclusively by Coulombic forces acting between nuclei and electrons and the 
strong interaction between nuclear constituents plays a negligible role. Surely, 
with respect to the nuclear channels, electronic molecule is indeed observed as 
a very stable object but it is evident nevertheless that any molecular level ( cor
responding to the Coulomb interactions only) looks in f~ct as an eigenvalue 
embedded into continuous spectrum of a sub-Hamiltonian of the molecule de
scribing its nuclear constituents. If there are no special reasons, this means 
that a coupling between the molecular and nuclear channels turn the molecular 
levels into resonances* (see, e. g., Refs. [1] - [5] and references cited therein). 
Of course, the coupling is extremely small due to a wide Coulombic repul
sive barrier between nuclei and short-range character of nuclear interaction. 
Therefore, widths of such resonances giving a probability of a fusion of the nu
clear constituents of the molecule, are extremely small, too. However, we will 
show the situation turns out to be rather different in the case where nuclear 
subsystem of a molecule has a sufficiently narrow near-threshold (more pre
cisely, pre-threshold) resonance. A number of concrete examples concerning 
the nuclear systems forming near-threshold resonance states may be extracted 
e.g., from the data presented in Ref. [6]. Among them are even such intrigue 
systems as pp 160 and p 170 [7], [8] i.e. the nuclear constituents of the usual 
water molecule H20 or hydroxyl ions on- based on the more rare isotope 170. 
Possibility of influence of near-threshold nuclear resonances on the molecular 
properties was recently indicated in Ref. [9] where an estimation of overlap 
integrals between ansatz molecular and resonance nuclear wave functions was 
made for the molecules LiD and H20. There exists also a well-known exam
ple [10] of muon catalyzed fusion of deuteron and triton in the dtµ molecule 
where a near-threshold nuclear resonance plays a decisive role. 

Although we have in mind, first of all, the molecular systems (which can in
clude instead of electrons another light negative-charged particles like muons) 
we deal in the paper with more general Hamiltonians. The only thing we 
use is a possibility of a separation in them of weakly coupled ("molecular") 
channels giving initial eigenvalues ("molecular"energies) embedded into con
tinuous spectrum of respective rest ("nuclear") Hamiltonians. So that these 
eigenvalues turn automatically into "molecular" resonances when a coupling 
between the separated "molecular" and rest "nuclear" channels is switched 
on. 

For all the models concerned we prove the following statement. 
If the "nucl~ar" channel itself has a narrow resonance with a real part 

*By resonance we understand a complex value of energy (in an unphysical sheet) 
where analytic continuation of the resolvent kernel ( or its matrix element between 
suitable states [5]) has a pole. Such poles turn out usually to be poles of the 
scattering matrix continued, too. 



being nearly the same as the initial "molecular" energy then the width (i. e. 
the imaginary part) of the resulting "molecular" resonance turns out to be 
inversely proportional to the "nuclear" width [and increases in this regime till 
its value acquires an order of the ( decreasing) "nuclear" one]. In other words, 
the more narrow is the "nuclear" resonance, the more wide is the "molecular" 
one. Consequently, a large increase of the decay rate of the "molecular" state 
may be observed in the case concerned, in a contrast to'the cases where such 
near-lying "nuclear" resonances with small widths are absent. 

We deliberately. consider in the paper certain abstract Hamiltonians since, 
on the one hand, this consideration exposes more clearly a mechanism of the 
effect of interplay between the resonance widths. On the other hand, our 
consideration shows that such an enhancement of decay of a resonance state 
due to a presence of another closed resonance makes a sense of an universal 
law wo~king in a wide class of quantum-mechanical systems. The same effect 
has to take place also in various problems of classical condensed matter, optics 
and electronics etc., in all the cases description of which may be reduced to 
spectral problems for model three-channel or two-channel operators like (1) 
and (22) or more general Hamiltonians of the form (33). 

We start, in Section II, with an explicitly solvable matrix model (1) which 
demonstrates as clearly as possible a mechanism and the effect of interplay be
tween the resonance widths. The model corresponds to a system of arbitrary 
nature allowing to separate a main channel with continuous spectrum and two 
additional weakly coupled one-dimensional channels giving, in absence of cou
pling, two discrete spectrum eigenvalues embedded into continuous spectrum 
of the main channel. In the case of a molecule, the latter are considered as 
trial energies for the nuclear and molecular resonances. 

If the molecular state may be considered usually as weakly coupled with 
nuclear channels and, therefore, its separation into a molecular resonance 
channel like channel 2 in the Hamiltonian (1) may be done comparatively 
easy, such a separation of the nuclear resonance channel like channel 1 in this 
Hamiltonian, may turn out to be difficult. This is why we specially consider 
in Section III another model ·Hamiltonian (22) with explicit separation of the 
"molecular" resonance channel only. 

Section IV is devoted to consideration of a model including realistic sub
Hamiltonians for nuclear subsystems of N-atomic molecules with N 2='. 2. In 
this case, a separation of the molecular resonance channel is realized in frame
work of an approach motivated by the Faddeev method [11], [12]. 

In Section V we consider a time evolution of the molecular state in a 
presence again of the narrow nuclear pre-threshold resonance. There is shown 
in this section that in a wide time interval, decay of the molecular state does 
have a standard exponential character [13]. The decay is obliged first of all 
to the open nuclear channels and its rate is ruled just by the inverse width of 
the nuclear resonance. 
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II. HAMILTONIAN WITH EXPLICIT SEPARATION OF BOTH 
RESONANCE CHANNELS 

First, we introduce a three-channel Hilbert space H = Ho EB H 1 EB H 2, 
the sum of a "main" Hilbert space Ho (channel 0) and two one-dimensional 
spaces H1 = H 2 = C (channels 1 and 2, respectively). Elements of the space 

H are represented as "vectors" u = ( ~~) with u0 E Ho and ui, u2, complex 

numbers, ui, u2 E C. Inner product ( · , ·} in H is naturally defined via inner 
product ( ·, ·} in Ho as (u, v} = (u0, vo} + u1 ti1 + u2ti2. 

We deal with Hamiltonian h acting in Has a 3 x 3 (operator) matrix, 

( 

ho · bo1 
h = ( . , bo1} ~l 

(·,bo2} b12 

bo2) b12 
>.2 

(1) 

with h0, a self-adjoint operator in the main Hilbert space Ho and ..\1, >.2, the 
real numbers. The vectors b01 and b02 of the space Ho realize a coupling of the 
channels 1 and 2 · corresponding to the initial eigenvalues ..\1 and >.2 with the 
main channel H 0. The complex number b12 describes an immediate coupling 
between the channels 1 and 2. 

If the coupling between the channels in h is absent, bo1 = bo2 = 0 and 
b12 = 0, spectrum of the Hamiltonian h consists of the operator ho spectrum 
and two additional discrete spectrum eigenvalues ..\1 and ,\2 ( which are inter
preted as trial values respectively, for nuclear resonance and molecule energy). 
We suppose that the Hamiltonian ho has a continuous spectrum denoted by 
uc(ho), and the eigenvalues ..\1 and ..\2 are embedded into this spectrum. It 
is assumed also that >.1, ..\2 are not threshold points of the spectrum uc(ho) 
and in a wide vicinity of ..\1, ..\2 this spectrum is absolutely continuous. If the 
coupling between the channels becomes non-trivial, the eigenvalues ).1 and ,\2 
may go out on unphysical sheet(s) of the energy plane turning into resonances. 
The latter are considered as poles of analytic continuation on unphysical en
ergy sheets of the resolvent kernel r(z) = (h - z)-1 or its matrix elements 
taken between suitable states. 

We suppose here that the resolvent r0(z) = (ho - z)-1 does not have such 
poles in a sufficiently wide neighborhood 'D of the points >.1 and ..\2 in unphys
ical sheet(s) and the matrix elements /3ik(z) = (r0(z)boi, bok}, j, k = I, 2, allow 
analytical continuation in z at least on this neighborhood 'D and 

cg>= inf I Im(ro(z)bo;, bo;}I > O, Cv = ~ax sup l(ro(z)bo;, bok}I < ex> 
zEV J,k zEV . 

where bo; = ·bo;/llbo;II, j = 1, 2, and the values of cg> and Cv for given boj and 
bok, depend only on 'D. So that for given (and fixed) "structure functions" boj 
one has the following estimates: 

cg>llbo;ll
2

::; I Im/3;;(z)I::; cg>llbo;ll2 and l/3;k(z)I::; Cvllbo;llllbokll (2) 
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where cg)= sup I Im (ro(z)bo;, bo;}I, ~) $ cg) $ Cv. 
zE'D 

Let us consider the spectral problem hu = zu, 

(ho - z)uo + bo1u1 + bo2u2 = 0 
(uo, bo1} + (..\1 - z)u1 + b12U2 = 0 
(uo, bo2} + b12U1 + (..\2 - z)u2 = 0 

(3) 

for the Hamiltonian h. Expressing the component u0 = -r0 (z)bo1u1 -
ro(z)b02u2 from the first equation (3) and substituting it into the rest equa
tions, one comes immediately to an equivalent scalar system including the 
components u1 and u2 only, 

{ 
[..\1-=. z - /311(z)]u1 + [b12 - /312(z)]u2 = 0 

[b12 - /321(z)]u1 + [..\2 - z - /322(z)]u2 = 0. 
(4) 

Therefore, the system ( 4) and, hence, the problem (3) is solvable in 1-l if and 
only if the energy z satisfies the "quadratic" equation 

(..\1 --_- z - ,811)(,\2 - z - /322) - (b12 - /312){b12 - /321) = O. (5) 

It is easy to check that exactly the left part of the equation (5) is present as a 
denominator in the expression for the resolvent r(z). Obviously, this equation 
has no solutions z with Im z =fa O in the physical sheet. Otherwise, such z were 
the discrete spectrum eigenvalues of h. However, this is impossible since the 
Hamiltonian h is a self-adjoint operator. Therefore the equation (5) may be 
solvable only in real axis and/or in unphysical sheet{s) of the energy Riemann 
surface of r0 (z). 

At the beginning, let us consider, a special case where b12 = 0 and, say, 
bo; # 0 but bok = 0, k # j. In this case, the eigenvalue Ak stays fixed. At the 
same time the equation (5) turns into 

z = ..\; - (r0 (z)bo;, bo;}. (6) 

If llb;oll is small enough, to prove existence of solutions in a vicinity of z = ..\;, 
one can apply to the equation (6) the fixed point theorem. Since, by sup
position, ..\; is not a threshold point of ac(ho), the equation (6) gives us two 
resonances (see, e. g., [14], [15]) looking in a first order of perturbation series 
as 

zj±l = ..\; - (ro(..\; =f i0)bo;, bo;} + o(llb;oll2), 
llb;oll--+O 

(7) 

and being situated, respectively, in lower and upper half-planes of unphysical 
sheet(s) neighboring with the physical one in a vicinity of the point z = ..\;. 

The real, E;{l, and imaginary, rW /2, parts of the resonances z?l, zj±l = 
- r<il 

E~) ± i : , are given by 
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E;{l = ..\; - Re(ro{..\; + i0)bo;, bo;} + o{llb;oll2), 

rW = 2 lm(ro(..\; + i0)bo;, bo;} + o{llb;oll2). (8) 

For analysis of the general three-channel equation (5), it is convenient to 
resolve it for given /3;k = (ro(z)bo;, bok} as a quadratic equation with respect 
to z: 

..\1 + ..\2 - /311 - /322 ± 
z= 2 ( ..\1 - ..\2 -

2
/311 + /322 ) 

2 
+ (b12 - /312){b12 - /321) 

(9) 

We suppose the resonances generated by the both eigenvalues ,\1 and ..\2, 
are narrow. This means that the coupling of the channels in (1) must be 
weak, i. e. the previous conditions of a "very small" llbo;II, j=l,2, as well 
as the condition of a "very·small" lb12 I are valid. So, the solvability of the 
equations (9) in unphysical sheet{s) may be proved again using the fixed point 
theorem. · 

·Here, we consider two cases: 

1. Cvllbo;llllbokll « l..\2 - ..\11 for all j,k ~ 1,2 and llbdl « l..\2 - ..\11- One 
can see easily in this case the equations {9) give two pairs of solutions which 
are practically independent on each other and these solutions are expressed 
by formulae like (7). 

2. The case where ..\1 ~ ..\2, but nevertheless 

l(b12 - /312)(b12 - /321)1 « l..\1--.- ..\2 - /311 + /3221 2- {10) 

Namely this case is of most interest for us in the context of the main topic of 
the work. We have in mind that the Hamiltonians 

h ( 
ho bo1 ) d h ( ho 1 = ( ·, bo1} ..\1 an 2 = ( ·, bo2} 

bo2) 
..\2 (11) 

are as if modelling, respectively, the nuclear subsystem of a molecule forming 
a resonance state and the molecule itself in absence of the n~c\ear res?,~ance. 
Leading terms of the "nuclear" and "molecular" resonances z1 ± and z2 ± gen
erated by the respective Hamiltonians h1 and h2 are given by (7). According 
to {2) their widths {8) sati~fy inequalities · 

4lllbo1ll2 $ r~) /2 $ ci1lllbo1ll2 and ~)llbo2ll2 $ r~) /2 $ cg)llbo2ll2. 

Since the molecU:lar width r~l is usually much more small, r~l « r~l, as 
compared to the nuclear one, r~l, one may require · 

Cvllbo2ll
2 « 4lllbo1ll2-
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The channel 1{1 belongs to the pure nuclear part of the system. This means 
that, if there are no special reasons, its constant of coupling lb12I with the 
molecular channel 1l2 must have the same order of magnitude as llbo2II, i.e. 

lb12I ~ llbo2II (and, thereby, Cvlb12l2 « cg>llbo1ll2). (13) 

From the beginning, we assume for convenience the "coupling constant" llbo1II 
to be so small that 

Cvllbo1II < 1 (14) 

i.e. the "nuclear" resonances z~±l are as narrow as r~l < cJ;l /C'jy. 
In the condition (12) we have 

!>.1 - A2 - f:311 + f:3d2 ~ !>.1 - A2 - f:3111 2 2:: [Imf:311(z)]2 ~ 

~ [Imf:311(>.1 + io)J2 ~ r; 2:: ( cgl) 
2 

llbo1ll4. ( 
(1)) 2 

(15) 

At the same time, 

l(b12 - f:312)(bi2 - f:321)1 s; (lb12I + Cvllbo1llllbo2ll)2. 

Since the conditions (13) and (14) take place, we get 

(lb12I + Cvllb01llllbo2ll)2 ~ llbo2ll 2 (1 + Cvllbo1ll)2 s; (~))-1r~l. (16) 

Let us suppose further that the "nuclear" resonances z~±) is in fact as 
narrow that 

-r~> « 1/~l. (17) 

Then, as follows from the estimates (15) and (16), the condition (10) is obvi
ously satisfied if 

r~> « ~) ( r~>r. (18) 

Now, using the expression ~ = 1 + i + O(e2) at lel « 1, one can 

rewrite the equations (9) for z in O(llbo1112)-vicinity of ,\1 and ,\2 = ,\1 + 
O(llbo1ll 2) as 

z = >.1 + >.2 - f:311 - f:322± 
. 2 -

,\1 - >.2 - f:311 + f:322 [l + 2(b12 - ,B12)(b12 - f:321) + O(e2)] 
± 2 . (>.1 + >.2 - f:311 - f:322) 2 

(19) 
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with e ~ ( ~) )-
1 

r~> / ( r~l r. It follows from (19) that in the conditions 

above, the equations (9) have solutions 

z~!!1 = >.1 - f:311(>.1 =r= i0) + o(llbo1ll
2
) + ,\ ,\ lb;l

2
(,\ "0) [1 + O(e

2
)] 

1- 2- 11 1'.:f=t 

and 

z~}i = >.2 - f:322(>.2 =r= i0) + o(llbo2ll
2
) - ,\ ,\ lb;l

2
(,\ ·o) [1 + O(e2)] 

1- 2- 11 1=r=i 

(20) 

Due to (13) and (18) we have 

lb12l
2 < 2 . lbd

2 ~ 2 . llbo2ll
2 < r~> = 

l>.1 - A2 - f:311(>.1 ± i0)I - r(l) r(l) - r~)r(l) 
(2)R R -v R 

=rc1>. rR «r<1)_ 
R cg) (r~)r R 

Therefore, the resonances z~!li are only weakly perturbed initial "nuclear" 

resonances z~±) with practically the same width r~l. In a contrast to z~!li, a 

difference between widths of the resonances z~J and z~±) in the case concerned 
can be very large. Such a situation takes place if the initial "molecular" energy 
>.2 coincides with real part of the "nuclear" resonances z~±), 

>.2 = E~l ~ >.1 - Ref:311(>.1 + i0). 

and, in accordance with (20), 

(±) ~ E(l) ± 2. lb12l
2 

Zmol - R i (1) • 
fR 

The width rt) of the resonances· z~J, 

r(m) - 21 I (±)I~ 4. lb12l2 
R - mzmol - (1) ' 

fR 

being small, r~m) « r~>, is nevertheless m_uch more large than r~> ~ 
2Imf:)22 (>.2 + iOJ. Indeed, due to (13) and (17) we find 

r(m) ~ llbo2ll
2 ~ r(2). 1/~) ~ r(2) 

R r<t) R r(l) R • 
R R 

(21) 
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This completes the proof of our statement in the case of three-channel Hamil
tonians, concerning a crucial influence of a narrow "nuclear" resonance on the 
width of the "molecular" level: if the "molecular" energy .A2 coincides with the 
real part E~) of the "nuclear" resonance then the "molecular" width rt> is 

inversely proportional to the width r~> of this resonance and, thereby, for 

a small r~>, r~> ~ 1/c':;>, it can be very large compared with such a width, 

r~>, in absence of the "nuclear" resonance. 

To get a feeling of the c':;> value in a molecular case, let us suppose the 
Hamiltonian h0 describes indeed a few-nucleon system ( constituted by nuclei 
of the molecule). Then the kernel of the resolvent component ro(z) corre
sponding to the continuous spectrum of ho allows, say, in configuration space 
IRn (the dimension n is determined by number of the nucleons), the following 
representation [12] · 

c(X X' ) _"" J d UA(X,pA)TJA(X',PA) 
r 0 , , z - ~ PA E 2 

A 
A+ PA - z 

JRRA 

where X, X' stand for points of IRn and A, for multi-indices (see Ref. [12], §§2-
4 of Chapter I) numerating the scattering channels. Notations UA are used for 
respective channel wave functions (kernels of the wave operators) and EA, for 
thresholds. The channel dimensions nA are determined by numbers of dusters 
(nuclei) in respective initial scattering states. 

In the case, the coupling vectors b02 have to be considered as functions 
b02 (X) belonging to a subspace corresponding to a specific symmetry of the 
molecule concerned. Calculating a jump of the kernel ro(X,X',z) when z 
crosses the real axis at the point .A2 one finds the following estimation for cg> 

c':;> ~ Im(rg(.A2 + iO)bo2, bo2} = 
= L 7r[.A2-EA](nA-2)/2 J dfaAl(bo2,UA(J.A2-EAPA)}l2 

A: EA <>-2 snA -1 

where snA-l stands for the unit sphere in IRnA, PAE snA-1 • 

III. TWO-CHANNEL HAMILTONIAN WITH EXPLICIT 
SEPARATION ONLY OF A "MOLECULAR" RESONANCE 

CHANNEL 

In the present section we consider a Hamiltonian h in the Hilbert space 
1i = 1i1 EB C defined ( cf. Section II) as a matrix 

( 
h1 

h = ( ·, b} .A:) (22) 
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where h1 stands now for a main ("nuclear") Hamiltonian acting in a Hilbert 
space 1-{,1 and .A2, .A2 E IR, again for a trial "molecular" energy. A vector b E 1i1 
realizes a coupling between the channels. Evidently, the Hamiltonian (1) is a 
particular case of the Hamiltonian (22). 

If b # 0, the eigenvalue .A2 turns into resonances z being solutions of the 
equation like (6), 

z = .A2 - P(z) (23) 

with P(z) = (r1(z)b, b}, r 1(z) = (h1 - z)-1
. In a contrast to Section II we 

assume here that the "nuclear" resonancet closed to .A2, is present immediately 
in the channel 1, i. e. the function P(z) continued in an unphysical sheet 
sticked in vicinity of .A2 with the physical one, say, along upper rim of the 

r(1> 
cut, has a pole z1 = E~) - i ; , with E~) E IR, r~> > 0. For the sake of 

simplicity we suppose that this pole is simple, so that in this vicinity 

. a . . 
P(z) = --+ pres(z) 

Z - Zt 
.(24) 

with a holomorphic function preg(z). For a fixed "structure function" 
b = b/llbll we have lal = C,.llbll2 with a constant C,. > 0 determined by the 
residue at z = z1 of the resolvent r 1 (z) continued. Note that this residue is ex
pressed in terms of respective resonance wave functions, the so-called Gamow 
vectors, corresponding to the resonance z1 [see below formula (42)]. In fact, we 
suppose that this resonance corresponds to a kind of an "almost eigenstate" 
of the Hamiltonian h1 , i. e. a limit procedure is possible, in principle, with 
respect to a certain parameter (or parameters) inside of h1 in which r~) -+ 0 
and the resonance turns into usual eigenvalue with eigenvector t/J1 E 'H,1 . In 
other words we suppose that 

C,. = C!0> + o(l) as ri>-+ 0 (25) 

and c!0> = (b, t/J1}(tp1 , b} # 0. An example of such a situation with cJ0> = 1 
was already demonstrated in the previous section with the Hamiltonians (11). 
The limit procedure (25) will be discussed in more detail in Section IV B. 

Analogously to a, we represent the regular term pres(z) as preg(z) = 
llbll 2 f(z) with a factor f(z) depending only on b. We shall suppose the vector 
b to be such th~t, in a sufficiently wide domain 'D about .A2 concerned, fo 

tMore precisely, two resonances. Since the Hamiltonian h1 is a self-adjoint operator 
its resolvent obeys in the physical sheet the symmetry condition [r1(z)]* = r1(z). 
Then, it immediately follows from the uniqueness principle of analytic continuation, 
if z1 is a resonance in a sheet neighboring with the physical one then the conjugate 
point z1 is also a resonance with the same multiplicity (but maybe in another sheet). 
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the unphysical sheet, the function J(z) is bounded, Cv = sup lf(z)I < oo, 
ze'D 

and cv = inf I Imf(z)I > 0. Therefore I.Breg(z)I $ Cvllbll 2 and cvl1bll2 $ 
zE'D 

I Im,Breg(z)I $ Cvllbll2 where Cv = sup I lmf(z)I, Cv $ Cv. 
ze'D 

A substitution of the representation (24) for ,B(z) into equation (23) turns 
the latter into "quadratic" equation 

(z - ..\2)(z-: z1) +a+ (z - z1),Breg(z) = 0 

with "solutions" 

,\2 + Z1 - ,0reg ✓( ..\2 - Z1 - ,areg) 2 
z = 2 ± 2 - a. (26) 

The equations (26) are quite analogous to the equations (9) being suitable for 
applying the fixed point theorem when proving a solvability of (23). 

We shall suppose that the coupling between channels in the Hamilto
nian (22) is so weak that 

j ,areg(z)lze'DI $ Cvllbll2 « r~) and !al= Callbll2 « (r~)r • 

This means 

(27) 

!al - lal 2 /::j 

. 12 - I (1) I 
l,\2 - Z1 - ,Breg(z)jze'D ..\2 - E~) + /; - ,areg(zlev 

~ lal < 4lal $ 4Callbl~ « 1. 

~ 2 ( r<1>) 2 - (r<1>) 2 (r~>) 
l,\2-E~)I + ; R 

(28) 

Note that if the resonance z1 was absent in the channel 0 and in such a case, 
one had ,B(z) = ,areg(z), then the eigenvalue ,\2 had generated, in the lower 
half-plane lmz $ 0, the resonance z2 = E~) - ir~l /2 (see Section II) with 
the width r~> /::j 2 Im ,areg( ,\2 + i0) satisfying inequalities 

cvllbll2 $ r~> /2 $ C'vllbll2. 

Therefore, we can compare (in terms of the "pure nuclear", r~), and "pure 
molecular", r~>, widths) the case where a "nuclear" resonance, z1, is present, 
with an opposite case where such a resonance is absent. In particular, the 
second condition (27) follows from the requirement, analogous to (18), 

car~>« cv (r~>r. 
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It follows from the relations (26) considered together with the esti
mates (27) and (28) that the domain 'D includes (at lmz < 0) only two 
roots Znucl and Zmol of the equation (23) with leading terms given by 

a a ~ + ----~-;-'7 ~ Zt + -,\ , Znucl = Zt ..\2 - Z1 - ,0reg(z1) 2 - Zt a 

a !:,!,\ ---Zmol ~ ..\2 - ,0reg(,\2 + iO) - ,\2 - Z1 - ,Breg(,\2 + i0) - 2 ,\2 - Z1 

{29) 

(30) 

Due to the second condition {27) ~e have I,\ a I « r~> and, thereby, 
2 - Zt 

the resonance Znucl represents only a very weak perturbation of the initial 
"nuclear" resonance Zt, At the same time, a situation with the "molecular" 
resonance is crucially different (cf. Section II) .. 

In particular, if the "molecular" energy ,\2 coincides with the real part E~) 

of the "nuclear" resonance :Z1 then Zmol = E1m)_irkm) with E1m) ~ ..\2-2Im( a) 
2 rt 

and 

rkm) ~ 41Real 
r<t> , 

R 

Rea< 0. 

Since I Real~ Callbll2 ~ Car~>, one finds for rkm) the estimate 
cv 

r<ml ~ r<2J Ca/cv 
R R ·--r(l) 

R 

R 

(31) 

(32) 

It should be noted in this place that, due to the consideration (25) of the 
resonance z1 as an "almost eigenvalue", the ratio Ca= lal/llbll 2 is separated 
from zero, Ca 2:: C > 0, as r~l ----+ 0. With this remark, it follows from 
the estimations (31) and {32) as in Section II, that, in the case of a narrow 
"nuclear" resonance with a width r~) « Ca/ cv, one has to observe a large rise, 

proportional just to the factor Ca{1~'D [cf. formula {21)], of the "molecular" 
rR 

width as compared to the case where such a resonance is absent. 
Concluding the section we note that if the conditions (27) do not fulfil 

i. e. the coupling between channels in the Hamiltonian (22) is not small 
as compared to the "nuclear" width r~> then it follows from {26) that the 
molecular ~idth rt> acquires itself an order of r~>. We do not con;ider 
this case in the paper since such a situation seems to be unreachable in real 
molecules. 
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IV. CONSIDERATION OF A REAL MOLECULE 

In this section we will prove the main statements of previous sections but 
for a "model-free" Hamiltonian. Namely, we consider now the Hamiltonian 

H =ho+ V1 + V2 (33) 

in a Hilbert space 1-{0 with a self-adjoint main operator h0 • The potentials u1 
and u2, symmetric operators, are supposed to be such that the operator H is 
also self-adjoint as well as the operators h1 = ho + v1 and h2 = h0 + v2 in the 
same domain DC 1-lo. 

We consider such H in particular as a realistic Hamiltonian for the nu
clear subsystem of a N-atomic molectile, N ~ 2. The part ho will include in 
this case a sum of the kinetic energy operator and Coulomb interactions in
side of the nuclear subsystem. The term u1 will describe a strong interaction 
and u2, an additional effective interaction between the nuclear constituents 
due to electrons. By 1-{0 we understand a subspace corresponding to a spe
cific symmetry of the molecule (and thereby, of its nuclear subsystem, too). 
This is why we assume that continuous spectra of the operators h0 , h1 and 
h2 fill semi-infinitive intervals, respectively, ac(h0 ) = <Tc(h2) = (E0 ,+oo) and 
o"c(h1 ) = (E1,+oo) and the lower boundary (lower threshold) E1 of the con
tinuous spectrum <Tc(hi) of h1 is situated below than that, E0 , of h0 and h2: 

E1 < E0 • The "molecular" Hamiltonian h2 is supposed to have a simple iso
lated eigenvalue ..\2, .Az < Eo, with an eigenfunction ip2 E 1-{0 , h2ip2 = ..\2cp2 ll'P2 II = 1. For the sake of simplicity we suppose that all the discrete spectrumi 
of h2 consists of this point ..\2 only. At the same time, as in the previous sec
tions, we assume that the ( "pure nuclear") channel described by the Hamilto-

. (1) . r~l (1) (1) 
man hi, has a narrow resonance z1 = ER - i 2 , ER E IR, r R > 0, closed 

to the threshold E0 so that E~) ~ ..\2 • 

In principle, one could reduce the Hamiltonian H to the matrix mod
els (1) or (22) using a standard projection procedure. For example, to ob
tain from H the three-channel Hamiltonian (1) one can introduce a state 
cp1 E 1-lo, ll'P1 II = 1, being a good approximation of the nuclear resonance 
wave function ipr• [see below formula (42)] at least at nuclear distances so that 

(h1cp1,cp1) ~ E~l. Then one ortogonalizes the functions cp1 and ip2 obtaining 
new orthonormal vectors t/J1 and t/J2 closed respectively, to cp1 and ip2. Consid
ering the projectors Pi = tp1 ( ·, t/J1), P2 = t/J2( ·, t/J2) and Po = I - Pi - P2, one 
rewrites the Hamiltonian Has a matrix operator, H' = {PiHP;}, i,j = 0, 1, 2, 
corresponding to the decomposition 1-{ = 1-l0ff)1-{1 ff)'}-{2. The operator H' (and, 

fHere, in the case of a real molecule one has to take in mind only the discrete 
spectrum corresponding to the subspace 1io above of a specific symmetry of the 
molecule. 
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of course, the Hamiltonian H itself) turns out evidently to be unitary equiv
alent exactly to the operator (1) with .A; = (Ht/J(·,t/J;), b12 = (Ht/J1,t/J2) and 
bo; = P0 Ht/J;. The 00-component of the matrix 1) stays the same, P0 HP0 , 

as in H'. Unfortunately, the separation described of the resonance channels 
is approximate and resolvent of the operator P0 H Po has to keep poles (with 
rest, rather "small", residues) at the molecular and nuclear resonances (cor
responding to the total Hamiltonian H). Account of this circumstance, in 
analysis of the type (5) or (23) equations, requires an additional, and cumber
some, consideration. To make an exact ( and rather simple) separation in H 
of the nuclear and molecular channels, we propose another natural approach 
motivated by the Faddeev method [11], [12]. 

A. Separation of the molecular resonance channel in the Faddeev 
approach 

A study of the spectral properties of the Hamiltonians decomposed like 
H in a sum of a main Hamiltonian ( usually tlie kinetic energy operator). and 
few perturbations of a rather arbitrary nature (in the example of three-body 
problems these ones are usually two-body potentials) can be reduced to an 
investigation of the Faddeev matrix operator ( associated with the respective 
Faddeev equations [11], [12]) on its "physical" invariant subspace (see Ref. [17] 
and Refs. cited therein). 

The Faddeev matrix corresponding to the decomposition (33) looks as 

HF= (ho+ v1 

V2 
V1 ) ( h1 

ho+v2 = u2 
Vt) 
h2 (34) 

being considered as operator in the Hilbert space 1-{ = 1-{1 ff) 1-{2 with 1-{1 = 
1-l2 = 1-lo. 

The Hamiltonian (34) represents a particular case of the general 2 x 2 
matrix operators (with components h1 and h2 generally independent on u1 
and u2), some aspects of spectral theory for which may be found in Refs. [18] 
and [19]. 

In the special case of h1 = ho + v1 and h2 = h0 + v2 considered, one can 
check that 

(HF - zt1 = (ho - zr11- (ho - zt1 
( Vt 

V2 
V1)(H-z)-1 
V2 (35) 

with I, the identity operator in 1-l. This allows one to conclude that although 
the operator HF is non-symmetric but nevertheless it has a pure real spectrum. 
Moreover, one can show (see [17]) that the spectrum of HF consists of the 
("physical") spectrum of Hand ("spurious") spectrum of ho. Eigenfunctions 

W of the initial Hamiltonian H are expressed via eigenfunctions t/J = ( ~~ ) 
of the Faddeev operator HF corresponding to its "physical" spectrum as \JI = 
"Pl + "P2• 
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It follows also from the identity (35) that if a resonance appears as a pole 
of analytic continuation of the resolvent kernel (H - z)-1 than it has to be 
such a pole as well for the resolvent (HF - z)-1 • An inverse statement is also 
valid if the resonance is not a pole of respective continuation of the resolvent 
kernel (ho - zt1

• 

Let Q2 be the projector on a subspace of 1i2 orthogonal to the "molecu
lar" eigenfunction <p2, Q2 = I-:-- cp2( ·, cp2}. A separation of contributions to h2 
from the eigenvalue ..\2 and the rest spectrum allows us to rewrite the Hamil
tonian (34) in the form very closed to the model (22). Namely, we rewrite 
this Hamiltonian as the matrix operator 

( 
HF 

H} = ( ·, h21} h12) 
..\2 (36) 

considered in the Hilbert space i£ EI) C where i£ = 1{1 EI) Q21i2 • By HF we 
und~rstand the operator in i£ defined as 

( 
h1 

HF= Q2v2 
v1_Q2) 

h2 

where h2 stands for a part of the Hamiltonian h2 in Q21i2 . The vectors b12 

and h21 of the space i£ determining a coupling between the channels in (36), 

look as h12 = ( bO~) with b12 = v1cp2, b12 E 1ii, and h 21 = ( bOi) with 

b21 = V2cp2, b21 E 1i1-
The resolvent (Hi? - z)-1 of the reduced Faddeev operator Hj;- may be 

written as 

(H} - zrl = ( RF(z) +. RF(z)b12(RF(z). 'h21} 
_ D(z) 

- (RF(z). 'h21} -
D(z) 

RF(z)h12) 
. D(z) 

1 . 

D(z) 

(37) 

where RF(z) stands for the resolvent of the Hamiltonian HF, RF(z) = (HF -
z)-1, and D(z), for the scalar function 

D(z) = ..\2 - z ~ ,B(z) 

with 

,B(z) = (RF(z)h12, h21} = (g1(z)b12, b21}. 

Here, g1(z) is a generalized resolvent of the operator HF, 

Y1(z) ~ (hi - z - v1Q2f2(z)Q2v2)-1 
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(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

where r2 (z) = (h2 - z)-1
• 

Since the expression (36) represents an unitary equivalent form of the 
Faddeev operator HF, singularities of the resolvent (Hi;' - z)-1 in the physical 
sheet have to coincide with those of (HF-z)- 1

, being located in the spectra of 
the Hamiltonians h0 and/or H, i.e. in the real axis only. This is an advantage 
of the representation (37), in a contrast to the formula (35), to manifest 
explicitly that a perturbation of the molecular eigenvalue ..\2 , in a presence 
of the nuclear channels, may be computed solving the equation D(z) = 0, or 
equivalent, the equation 

z = ..\2 - ,B(z). ( 41) 

According to the formulae (37) and (38), the roots of the latter turn out 
automatically to be poles of the resolvent (HF - z)-1 • Hence, such roots in 
the physical sheet may exist in the real axis only. Searching for the roots 
of the equation continued in unphysical sheet(s), one can find, among them, 
resonance(s) engendered by the initial molecular eigenvalue ..\2 • 

B. Perturbation of the nuclear resonance due to a continuous spectrum 
component of the molecular Hamiltonian 

Evidently, an analysis of the equation (41) in the case of "small" coupling 
vectors b12 and/or b21 may be carried out in the same way as the analysis of 
the analogous equation (23) in the previous section. And, if there exists a pole 
of ,B(z) having a real part closed to ..\2 , the effect of the inversely proportional 
growth of the "molecular" width as the "nuclear" width decreases, will appear 
again. We have a candidate for such a pole, the initial "pure nuclear" reso
nance z1 which is, of course, perturbed due to the presence in HF of the extra 
channel with h2 • Now we will formulate certain sufficient conditions when 
such a perturbation of z1 is small as compared to r~l. It should be noted 
that in real molecular systems such a property is very natural from physical 
reasons. 

First we remind that the eigenvalue ..\2 is situated below the threshold 
E0 • Therefore, we consider analytic continuation of the resolvent kernel(s) 
(Hi;' - z)-1 and, thereby, the form ,B(z) on unphysical sheet§ neighboring 
below E0 with the physical one in a vicinity of the point ..\2 • The energy E0 
is, at the same time, a lower boundary of the continuous spectrum of h2 and, 
thereby, of h2 • This means that the resolvent f 2(z), included in (40), will stay 
during such a continuation in the physical sheet. Of course a domain V about 
..\ 2 where the continuation is provided in the-unphysical sheet concerned, will 

§Jn definitions of Ref. [16] for a three-body problem, this one is called a two-body 
sheet. 
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be chosen to be "sufficiently small", with a diameter of order of r~> and, to 
be separated from the ray [Eo, +oo ). 

Let us suppose that the analytic continuation of the resolvent kernel r1 ( z) 
in a vicinity of the resonance pole z1 admits the representation with explicitly 
factorized residue, 

-res} 
Acp1"{ ·, lf'1 + i\(z). 

r1 ( z) = Zt - z , (42) 

Here, the (generalized) eigenvectors (the so-called Gamow states) cp1e• and c;;1e• 
of the Hamiltonian h1 are assumed to be specific (including in the coordinate 
representation only outgoing waves with exponentially increasing asymptotics) 
solutions of the Schrodinger equation h1 tp1 = ztp1, respectively at z = z1 and 
z = z1. A complex number A is a "normalization" constant. The term 1\(z) 
represents a regular at z = z1 summand of r 1 . Surely, as the resolvent kernel 
r 1 (z) itself, the terms of the representation (42) have to be understood in 
the unphysical sheet in a sense of the generalized functions (distributions) 
like e. g., in Ref. [16]. This means in particular that only sufficiently "good" 
elements (e.g., sufficiently quickly decreasing test functions in the coordinate 
representation) forming a dense subset rl~o) in 1{1 , can be substituted instead 
of "·" into the products { ·, cp1e"} and ( ·, cp1e"}. 

The near-resonance representation of the Green function (42) is approved 
in the two-body problems e. g., in framework of the Jost formalism [20]. A 
possibility of such a representation in the three-body problems follows from 
the results of Ref. [16], at least in the case of the quickly decreasing, in the x
space, interactions and thereby, in the cases where one can cut the Coulombic 
potentials between nuclear constituents; say, at molecular distances. 

As in Section III we assume that the resonance z1 is a kind of a discrete 
spectrum eigenvalue going from the real axis. So that, a limit procedure is as 
if possible where r~> --+ 0 and the Gamow states cp1e• and cp1e• turn (in the 
weak sense) into a "normal" eigenfunction <p1 (the same for both of them), 
• £ f ,u(0) 
1. e. 1or any E ,~1 

(cp~e•,n--+ (cp1,f}, (cp~e•,n--+ {cp1,f} and A--+ l/llcp1l12 (43) 

as r~>--+ 0. 
Let the strong, v1 and molecular, v2 , potentials be such that the product 

W12(z) = V1Q2f2(z)Q2V2 

is an uniformly bounded operator-valued function of z E 'D with a finite and 
rather small norm 

llw12llv = sup l1v1Q2r2(z)Q2v2l1-
zev 

At the same time, let the width r~> satisfy the condition 

r{l) A' E{l) E' 
R ...._ R - 1 
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(44) 

where Ef is the nearest from below (may be, differing from E 1 ) threshold of 
the continuous spectrum of h1 (just such a situation is expected to take place 
in a real molecule). Then one can assume that a kernel of the normalized 

product w12(z) = tt:::i? falls off in coordinate space as quickly that it may 

be applied, in condition (44), to cp1e•, cp1" and r1(z), so that, in particular, 
• ( ) res E ,u(O) d • * ( ) -res E ,u(O) Q th t th w12 z cp1 , ~1 an w12 z <p1 a 1 . ne can assume, moreover, a e 

matrix element {w12(z)cp1e",cp1e"} makes a sense for z E 'Das well as the cross 
products {w12(z)cp1e", r1(z) • }, {w12(z)r1(z) ·, c;;1e•} and {w12(z)r1(z) ·, r1(z) ·} 
where one has to substitute, instead of "• ", the elements of a dense subset 
1{~0) mentioned above. We suppose further that the value of llw12llv is as 
small that, for a fixed w12(z), the following estimate takes place 

sup IA{w12(z)cpr•,c;;~e•}1 ~ l1w12llv . sup IA(tv12(z)cp~e•,c;;~e•}1 ~ r~>. (45) 
zEV zEV 

With these presupposition·s one can ptove already that a shift of the initial 
"nuclear" resonance z1 due to a presence of the h2 channel in HF is indeed 
very small as compared to the width r~>. To show this, we consider the 
Lippmann-Schwinger equation for the generalized resolvent 91 ( z), 

91(z) = r1(z) - r1(z)w12(z)91(z). 

In the conditions above this equation may be continued in the domain 'D of 
the unphysical sheet concerned. To give an "explicit" representation for 91(z), 
we shall use a solution r~(z) of another Lippmman-Schwinger equation in the 
same unphysical sheet, 

r~(z) = f1(z) - f1(z)w12{z)r~(z). (46) 

With a fixed w12(z) and sufficiently small llw12llv, the unique solvability of 
the last equation may be easily proved for z E 'D. One can show in fact that 
the solution of ( 46) belongs to a class of kernels satisfying the same conditions 
concerning the cross products with w12(z) as f1(z). 

Then, representing the resolvent r 1 ( z) in the form ( 42) one finds immedi
ately that the generalized resolvent 91 ( z) looks as 

91
(z) = A [I - r~(z)w12(z)]cpi}~(i1e•}[J - w12(z)rHz)] + r~(z) (47) 

with 

F1(z) = Z1 - z + A{w12(z)cpr•, cp~} + A{w12(z)raz)w12(z)cp~e•, <p~e•) (48) 

It follows from the expression ( 4 7) that the initial nuclear resonance z1 

transforms into a solution z of the equation 

Fi(z) = 0. 
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Thus, due to (48), the resonance z1 generated, instead of h1 , by the Hamilto
nian Hp, has the following asymptotics (as llw12llv-+ 0): 

Z1 = Z1 + A(w12(z1)cAes,rp~e•) + O(llw12II;), 

and, thereby, according to the supposition ( 45) the perturbation of z1 due to 
h2 is small indeed, 

lz1 - zil « r~l. 

C. Interplay between molecular and nuclear widths 

Let us return now to the equation (41). Additional assumptions are ac
cepted here that the nuclear, vi, and molecular, v2, potentials and the "molec
ular" eigenfunction cp2 are such that the products ( b12, rpr•) and ( cp1e•, b21 ) 
make a sense (i. e. the both functions b12 and b21 are elements of the 

dense subset 1{~
0

) above) as well as the products (w12(z)r~(z)b12,cp1e•) and 
(raz)w12(z)cpr, b21), z E 'D. Then ont: can obviously rewrite the function 
/3(z) for z E 'D exactly as (23), 

- a -/3(z) = --_ + 13reg(z). 
Z - Z1 

Here, a stands for a residue of this function at the pole z = z1 and fJreg(z), for 
a regular part. The~efore, the equation (41) may be rewritten as (26), i.e. 

_ /3-reg 
,\2 +z1 - ± 

z= 2 e, -·~ -ii"')' -a. (50) 

It follows from the representation (47) that for a given (and fixed) "structure 

f · " • ( .) b. b12 d b. b21 th r II . . I unctions W12 z , 12 = llbdl an 21 = llb2tll e 10 owmg asymptotica 

formulae keep true for a and f3reg as llw12llv -+ 0: 

a= a+ O(llw12llvllb12llllb21II), preg(z) = 13reg(z) + O(llw12llvllb12llllb21II) 

(51) 

where a= -A(b12, cp1e•)(cpr•, b21) and 13res(z) = (r1(z)b12, b21)-
We suppose that at least the function b12 = v1cp2 is so small** that 

i/3reg(z)I ~ i(r1(z)b12,b21)I::; Cv · llb12ll · llb21II « r~l, 

**Due to internuclear Coulombic barrier suppressing the molecular eigenfunction 
at nuclear distances · 
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ial ~ ial =Ca· llbdl · llb21II « (r~)r · (52) 

Notations Cv and Ca make now the following sense: 

Cv = sup l(r1(z)b12,b21I, Ca= IAI · l(b12,cp;e•)(cp;e•, b21)l-
zev 

Repeating almost literally a discussion.of the equations (26) in Section III 
we show that the equations (50) have only two solutions in the domain 'D, 
Znucl in the case of sign "-" and Zmol in the case of sign "+", leading terms of 
which are given by formulae (29) and (30). 

If the molecular energy .\2 "almost" coincides with the real part E~l of 

the nuclear resonance z1, IE~) - .\21 « r~l, one gets 

. 2a 
Znucl ~ Z1 - zf~)' 

. 2a 
Zmol ~ A2 + z f~)" 

(53) 

It is evident that the pole Znucl, being a weak [since, in view of (52), 
lal/f~) « r~l] perturbation of the resonance z1, belongs to the unphysical 
sheet concerned. Analogous assertion for the molecular resonance Zmol fol
lows, in principle, from the statement above tliat the equation (41) can have 

at Im z > 0 no solutions in the physical sheet. However, at least for small r~l, 
one can immediately check the inequality Re a < 0 holds true guaranteeing a 
location of the resonance Zmol in the unphysical sheet. Indeed, we note that 

(cp;e•,v2cp2) = -(cp~e•,(ho - .\2)cp2) = 

Therefore, 

= -((ho - z1)cpf",cp2) + (.\2 - z1)(cp;e•,cp2) = 
= (v1cp;e•,cp2) + (.\2 - z1)(v1cp;e•,cp2)-

a = -A(v1cp2, rp~e•)(cp~e•, V1cp2) + A(z1 - .\2)('{)2, V1<pf")(cples, '{)2). 

Remind, we suppose the nuclear resonance z1 to be such that a limit proce
dure ( 43) is possible. This means 

a = l(cp1,v1cp2)l
2 

+o(l)+/~) ((v1cp2,'P1)(cp1,'P2) +o(l)) 
r(l>-o . ll'P1112 2 ll'P111

2 
R 

(54) 

So that 
I (cp1, V1 cp2) 1

2 + o(l) 
Rea= - ll'P111 2 
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is really negative, at least for sufficiently small widths rw. (Of course, we 
exclude here the cases of an incidental degeneration where {<p1, v1cp2) = 0.) So 
that, according to (53), the width rkm) of the resonance Zmol depends on r~) 

(1) ( ) r(m) ~ I Real as r R --+ 0 exactly as 31 ' R = 4-(-1)-. 
rR 

To complete discussion of the equation (41), let us compare the behavior 
of rkm) in the presence of the nuclear near-threshold resonance z1 with an 
opposite case where such a resonance is absent and, thus, the function /3(z), 
/3(z) = j3reg(z), is holomorphic in V. In this case, the equation (41) has in V 
only one solution z~), leading terms of which are given with account of second 
formula (51) by 

z~) ~ >.2 - (ri(>.2 + i0)b12,b21) = >.2 - (ri(>.2 + i0)v1<p2,v2<p2). 

Since v2<p2 = -(h2 - >.2)<p2, one finds 

z~) ~ >.2 + (v1<p2, <p2) - (r1(>.2 + i0)v1<p2, V1<p2). 

Therefore, the width r~) of the resonance z~) is given by 

r~) ~ 2lm(r1(>.2 + i0)v1<p2,V1.<p2). 

This means that one has, in presence of the nuclear resonance zi, to compare 
the width rkm) with the value I Im/3res(>.2+iO)I:::::: I Im(i\(>.2+i0)v1cp2, v1cp2)1 2: 
~llb12ll 2 where ~ = inf l(r1{z)b12, b12)!. As a result we come to (a rough) 

zEV 

estimation like {32), 

rkm) ~ r(2) . C~/ ~ 
R r(l) . 

R 

(55) 

with 

C' l IA( -res) ( res ) I ~ I (b12, <f'1) 1
2 

a= llb12ll2 V1<p2,<f'1 <f'1 ,v1<p2 r~>-o ll<f'1ll2 

Again, as in Sections II and III we find that if the nuclear resonance is narrow, 
r~l .~ C~/~ then a large increasing of the molecular width, proportional just 

to the factor C;{1~, has to be observed. In other words, the nuclear fusion 
R 

reaction in the molecule concerned is considerably enhanced. 
Note in a conclusion that the formulae {53) and {54) may be used for a 

practical estimation of the width rt). Here, a crucial role belongs to the val
ues "cp(0)" (cf. the Jackson formula [21]) of the molecular function cp2 at small 
{nuclear) distances where the strong interaction v1 is localized in configura
tion space. Surely, such estimations for concrete molecules require numerical 
computations. 
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V. EXPONENTIAL DECAY OF THE MOLECULAR STATE 

In Section IV, we have accepted a description of the nuclear subsystem of a 
molecule by a (realistic) effective Hamiltonian {33). Let us suppose now that 
an initial state of the molecule corresponds exactly to the pure "molecular" 
wave function <p2, {h2 - >.2)<p2 = 0, ll<f'2II = 1. Then, a consequent evolution 
(in time t) of the nuclear subsystem is described by a solution lli(t) of the 
Cauchy problem 

.d\J! = H\J!, 
i dt wl = 'P2· t=O 

Probability Pm
0
1(t) at a time moment t to find the subsystem still in the 

molecular state <p2 is given by 

Pmol(t) = l(\J!{t),cp2)12. 

Since >.2 < E0 and, thereby, the continuous spectrum channel of the "molec
ular" Hamiltonian h2 is closed' down, the remainder 1 - Pm01{t) determines a 
decay probability of the state cp2 into open channels {branches) of continuous 
spectrum of the nuclear Hamiltonian h1. The latter correspond to all possible 
variants of synthesis of the nuclear constituents or/and their rearrangement 
at energies below E0 • 

It is easy to check that 

\J!(t) = u}1l(t) + Ul2\t) + <p2 · u2{t) 

where(uJ:~)E)1i1, u1
2
) E Q21i2 and U2 E C stand for components of solution 

U = ~:) , U E fl, of the evolutionary problem 

.dU -H' u idt - F ' 

U(l)I - u(2)1 = 0 u2I =.1 
1 - 1 ' t=O t=O t=O 

{56) 

corresponding to the Faddeev operator HF· Therefore, to estimate the product 

(W(t), <f'2) = Wl1>(t), cp2) + u2(t), 

determining the probability Pm01(t), we use the standard integral represen
tation of function of operator via its resolvent. In the case considered we 
represent the evolution operator for the problem {56) in terms of the resolvent 
(HF-zt1, . 

exp{-iH}t} = 
2

~i f dze-izt(H}-zt1
• {57) 

"'I 
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Integration in (57) is provided along a contour 'Y going clockwise in the physical 
sheet around spectrum of the Faddeev operator H}. Remember, this spectrum 
is real, being a union of the Hamiltonians h0 and H spectra. With account 
of {37) and (57) one finds 

('1t(t),cp2) = ~f dze-izt 1- (g1(z)b12,cp2) .. 
21n .\2 - z - (g1(z)b12,b21) 

(58) 

'Y 

In the physical sheet, norm of the generalized resolvent g1(z) allows the 
1 - - -

estimate llg1{z)II ~ dist- (z,a(HF)) where a(HF) stands for spectrum of HF. 
Consequently, at t = 0, the integrand in {58) behaves like z-1 as I Imzl--+ oo. 
One checks immediately due to this fact that ('11(0), cp2) = 1. 

_Concerning properties of (\ll(t), cp2) for t > 0, the following important 
statements take place. 

· 1. Behavior of the integral {58) fort > 0, in the conditions of Section IV, 
is described by the formula 

(w(t), cp2) = exp{-izmo1t} + c:(t) (59) 

where term c:(t) = O(llb12II) for all t > 0 is small, lc:(t)I ~ 1. 
2. If, additionally, the nuclear resonance z1 is "extremely" narrow, i. e. 

r~l ~ E0 - .\2, then a more detailed representation takes place, 

(w(t), cp2) = exp{-izmo1t} 

+ exp{ -iznuclt} 

1 -
4

a + .2a0 l 
(r~lr z r~) + O(llb12II) + 

~ .2a0 l (r~lr-zr~l +O(ll_b12II) +e(t) 

(60) 

with ao = A(cp1e•,cp2)(b12,rpi") = A(cp1e",cp2)(v1cp2,'f'i:es). As in (59), a b_ack
ground term e(t) = O(llb12II) is small, le(t)I ~ 1, for all t > 0. 

Proof of the formula {59) is carried out via estimating a contribution to the 
integral (58) from the resonance pole Zmol only. The formula (60) explicitly 
includes also a contribution from the pole Znucl, because, with the condition 
r~l ~ E0 - .\2, one finds the background summands are of a more high order 
of smallness as compared to the contribution above from Znucl• The estimation 
of the contributions from Zmol and Znucl is realized as a result of deforming the 

_ contour 'Y fragments situated in a vicinity of the molecular energy .\2. A 
part of 'Y situated initially in upper rim of the cut, is pulled into the domain 
'D (see Section IV) of a neighboring unphysical sheet. Having done such a 
deformation one finds explicitly the residues at z = Zmol and z = Znucl of the 
integrand in (58). An analogous deformation of a part of 'Y, situated initially 
in the lower rim, is realized in a domain Im z < 0 of the physical sheet. In such 
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a way one shows, for t > 0, that the conjugate resonances Zmol and Znucl give 
to the integral (58) only a very small contribution which is then included into 
the background terms c:(t) and e(t). At the same time, the summands c:(t) and 
e(t) include also a contribution to (58) from the discrete spectrum of H (with 
ignorance of factors oscillating when t changes, a value of this contribution 
stays practically the same for all t) as well as a contribution (decreasing non
exponentially as t --+ oo) from the rest part of the Hamiltonian H continuous 

spectrum. 
The formulae (59) and (60) show explicitly, that, in a large time interval 

2 • 
0 ~ t < T, T ~ r(m)llnmaxlc(t)II, decay of the "molecular" state cp2 in a 

R 
presence of the narrow pre-threshold nuclear resonance do has an exponential 

charactertt. A rate of this decay is determined mainly by the width r~l of the 

"molecular" resonance Zmol, i. e. by a concrete value of the ratio I Real/r~l: 

Pmo1(t) ~ exp{,:_rkm)t} ~ ex { 41 Real } p f(l) t . 
R 

· (61) 
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ttsurely, a similar statement takes place as well in the case of the model Hamil
tonians ,(1) and (22), generally more simple than Hamiltonian. (33). In par- . 
ticular, the two-channel model (22) gives us for Pmo1(t) the following value: 

P mol( l) = I 
2
~i i dze _;,, [ A, - z - ( ,, ( z )b, b TT . Here, the oontouq goes dock· 

wise around spectrum of the operator (22). The function Pm01(t) represents a proba
bility for a time moment t to find a system in the initial "molecular" state described 

in the model_ (22) as r.p = ( ~ ) . The integral included in the expression above for 

Pm
0
1(t), is quite analogous to (58). One can show in conditions of Section III that 

all the dependence of the integral on t is described exactly by the formula (59) or 
by a more detail formula like (60). 
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Pac¢MaTp11~.ll<!TCH, KJaHTOBo-'t.1exam1'-!ec:'K11e CIIC~eMbL(B TOM -~11cne sneKTpOH
Hbl~ ~1oneKynb1}, raitllJlbTQJrnau~ :KOTOpbIX hcnsonit10T, 1rnripm.1ep, CtnOMOLLl.~IO 
MeTO,na <l>armeesa OT,D,em1Ti:cna6ocm13aHHbili. Kaiian. W11p11irn (T.·e: MIIH'illlil: tiacrb). 

. peJOHaHca,_ nop~)K)laeMoro. TQ'-IK5'ii ,nitcKpeTil:oro ·cneKTpa· o·piene1_111omc,KaHan;; 
~11ccne,nyeTc~·B CJl)"-lae, KOr,na OCHOB.HM KOMrJ(JHeHTa rai.mnb:roi-lHami' TaK)Ke nopo)K-

1 _,naeT . pe3C)HaHC? noirn•3b1Ba;TC~, . .{TO . ecmi: semediieHH6le . '-laCT~ . 3Tl!X pe30HaHCOB 
. cosria.riaJOT; a CB~3~ M~)K,!l,Y: KaHaJiffi,IH_>OCT~TO~_I!? M3/1~;· TO llil!IJillla':p~30HaHca,_ 
orn·e'-!a10mero Bbl,neneuuoMy (MoneKym1puo1.1y) Ka11any, o6parno nponopu11ottanbua 
wwp11ue· pe:io11aitca B -OC):iOBHOi.'i (~nepHOM)_kauane:-HMe~ yu1isepcartbHbiH ,x-apaKTep, 
3TOT 3cpcpeKT' MO)KeT 11rpar~ Ba)Kl{YJO- poni,' ~ 

0

YBeJ1H1-Iem-i11 'sepo~THOCTi1 «xonouuoro 
CIIHT~3a>i·s MOHeicy~ax, -~,D,epl!ble nb,o,CIICT~Mbl ~01opb1x':o~na,na~T Y3Kll~lit 'npe,nn~- .· 
porDBblMH pe3QH<lHCru.tll; <" . :.\ , ~-' . _--:- .. ! . .• • , - - .• ,. ·· .. 

; _.· ·. Pa6oTa Bbmom1e~a·s J1~6opaTopHI1 TeopeTll'-leCKOii cp~3HKII IIM.H.H.Eoron1060- I' 

. si01151l1. \ -~-- ·._, <. · ·· · · , · -__ . -~ -_-- : . , · ', .. :"-: , . . 
' npen~HHT. Om,e)lHH_eHHoi~. HIICTI-\Tyrl\ llllep!lhlX
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. ; •• The "cru.f! .oL qu~ntum-mechanical ",~ystefn··(i~cluding ·~1ect,ronic 0 ni~lecules)· 
. is ccmsidere<l wh,ere HarriHtonian ~alfows a separation; in particular by the~faddeev . 
method, of~ wealcly coupled clianneLWidth(i.e! the imaginary pa.it) of tlie resJnarice . 

~generated by_a discrete spectrum eigeny~lue of th~ separated channel:--is studiea° 
· iri .the )::as~ \Vhere\ main part ~<?f; thi H~milto_11ian. gi_ves i~self. another 'resoii'ance.' , 
.It.is showri\that if.real parts onhese resonances coincide ang, at' the same time,-

--). -. •• • ~- -' •• - < - - ' ' L..· - ' - -'. ' - . ) 
a coupling between the ,separated and: main-channels is•sufficiently small' then 
the' width :o(the· resonance generated 0 by thec:.sep-arated.(mole~ular) chann~L 
is invers~ly=pr~pordonal !o' the width of th~- ma'in (nuclear) channel re~ona~ce. This 

' phen?rrien.on being a kind 'of universal !a~. I!)ay·piay ·a~ importa_n~ i:ole_in~reasirig 
' I ,the «cold .fusi_on» probability in'electronic _molecules whose nuclear constituents 

have narrovi pte:ihre_shold resonances. . . ·· _ · · ·· . , .. 
.. · < ,The .investigation )!_a~ ~been c:.. perfb£f!1e,d at' tht , B()goliupov .' Laboratory~·_ 
of Theoretical ,Pnysics, JINR .. , -- · · . • · -
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